Abstract-We investigate the problem of scheduling for the uplink of a time slotted multiuser MIMO system with sum capacity as the performance metric. We first consider scheduling users' transmissions for fixed transmit beamformers and construct a low complexity scheduling algorithm. Since the performance of the system depends on the transmit beamformers, we consider transmit beamformer selection next, and combine the proposed scheduling algorithm with perfectly controlled transmit beamforming, eigen transmit beamforming, and antenna selection. We observe that as the feedback level is increased, the performance of the scheduling algorithm is improved. In particular, a substantial gain is attained when the individual channel state information (CSI) is available at the transmitter side.
I. INTRODUCTION
Considering the rapidly increasing demand for high data rate and reliable wireless communications, spectrally efficient multiuser transmission schemes are of great importance for next generation wireless multiaccess systems. Recently, the use of multiple antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver side has attracted attention due to their potential to increase the spectral efficiency significantly [1] . There has been considerable research in exploiting the space dimension through transmit diversity, space-time coding and spatial multiplexing for MIMO systems that employ multiple transmit and/or receive antennas [2] , [3] .
The substantial capacity offered by the single user multiple antenna (MIMO) systems [1] motivates the use of multiple antennas as a means to provide multiple access capabilities [4] , [5] or improve the multiple access capabilities of existing multiaccess schemes. In this paper, we consider the latter and assume a time slotted multiuser system where each user as well as the common receiver is equipped with multiple antennas. Employing multiple antennas provides the opportunity to allocate the same time slot to different users, and hence, improves the system performance as compared to TDMA. It is meaningful therefore, to investigate the extent of the potential system performance improvement to be obtained via joint optimization of the users' temporal and spatial transmit strategies.
Our aim in this work is to design scheduling algorithms (temporal transmit strategies) and transmit beamformers (spatial transmit strategies) for time slotted multiuser MIMO systems. The performance metric we consider is the information theoretic sum capacity of the system. Reference [6] studies the sum capacity optimization of SDMA/TDMA, and points out that the slot allocation problem is NP complete. Since exponential complexity is unacceptable for practical systems, scheduling algorithms that require less complexity but achieving near maximum sum capacity are needed.
Our approach relies on viewing the time slotted multiuser MIMO system as a special case of a CDMA system with constrained signatures. Using this observation, we can develop a simple upper bound on the sum capacity of the system under any given scheduling algorithm, including the optimum scheduler. We can then devise scheduling algorithms that aim to approach the upper bound on the capacity. The motivation behind this is that, we would attain near-optimum scheduler capacity, if the scheduler we design results in a sum capacity near the upper bound of the optimum scheduler sum capacity.
First, we consider the case of a multiuser MIMO system with fixed transmit beamforming vectors, and devise a scheduling algorithm. Since the performance of the scheduler is a function of the spatial transmitters of the users, we next tackle the problem of designing the transmit beamformers for different levels of feedback available at the transmit side of each user. We propose several methods for selecting the spatial transmit beamformers in accordance with different levels of feedback available at the transmit side. Our results suggest that joint design of transmit beamformers and the scheduler improves the performance and better sum capacity is attained with increased level of feedback at the transmit side.
II. SYSTEM MODEL We consider the uplink of a single cell synchronous multiuser MIMO system with users and ¡ time slots. The common receiver is equipped with unit norm spatial transmit beamforming vector, in the time slot allocated. We assume that the spatial transmit beamforming vector for each user is given and fixed first. We relax this assumption later and investigate the impact of spatial transmit beamforming. Similar to the notation in [3] , [6] , the received vector in each time slot 
III. SUM CAPACITY AND ITS UPPER BOUND
Our aim in this section is to investigate the effect of scheduling on the sum capacity of multiuser MIMO systems and to describe our approach for developing near optimum scheduling algorithms.
Previous work showed that the information theoretic sum capacity of a multiuser MIMO scheduler in the time slot with effective signatures 
Formally, the sum capacity optimization problem for multiuser MIMO scheduling is given by
s.t. 
The sum capacity maximization for multiuser MIMO scheduling is a combinatorial optimization problem and has been recently studied in the context of SDMA/TDMA systems where it has been pointed out to be NP-complete [6] . As expected, the globally optimum schedule improves the sum capacity of the SDMA/TDMA systems significantly [6] . However, obviously, the associated complexity would render the optimum scheduler impractical even for a moderate number of users: simpler scheduling algorithms that achieve near maximum sum capacity are needed.
From a system point of view, the time slotted multiuser MIMO system can be viewed as a CDMA system with a processing gain
with structurally constrained signatures for the multiuser MIMO scheduler. The sum capacity of CDMA systems with users having arbitrary received powers is studied and the optimum signature sequences are identified [8] . Since this case corresponds to relaxation of signature constraints, it constitutes an upper bound on the sum capacity of the optimum multiuser MIMO scheduler. For a multiuser MIMO scheduler with
, the upper bound is the sum capacity of an underloaded CDMA system which employs orthogonal effective signature sequences. In particular, the sum capacity upper bound
Given this observation, and the fact that the sum capacity of the optimum scheduler does not have a closed form, we try to design scheduling strategies to approach the bound instead. The rationale is that if the schedulers we design yield performance near the upper bound, their performance must be closer to that of the optimum scheduler. Hence, without computing the exact maximum sum capacity of multiuser MIMO scheduler, one can investigate the performance of a given scheduling algorithm by comparing with the upper bound [9] .
IV. MULTIUSER MIMO SCHEDULER
Our aim in this section is to design an algorithm that schedules each user to a time slot for fixed beamformers and achieves sum capacity near the upper bound developed in the previous section.
As pointed out in the previous section, the optimum unconstrained effective signatures for
, are the orthogonal signature sequences. Thus, the near-optimum scheduling strategy should try to assign the slots to users such that the effective signatures, 6 C F @ are as close to being orthogonal as they can. Observe that assigning more than ¡ ¢ users to the same time slot is likely to cause high correlation among the users. In addition to the fact that each time slot should not be assigned more than ¡ ¢ users, intuitively, it is logical to assign no more than Number of users Number of time slots S ¡ ¢ users to each time slot for the sake of fairness.
The above observations suggest that an ¡ step sequential user assignment algorithm that tries to select the spatially less correlated users for each time slot is a good candidate for near optimum performance. Specifically, at each step, the number of users that will be assigned for time slot is Number of available users Number of available time slots which is guaranteed not to exceed 
. The contribution of user on the sum capacity is simply 
Also, the capacity of user with its unconstrained effective signature orthogonal to the other users is will result in the smallest difference from the upper bound from a single user's perspective. Approaching the sum capacity maximization problem for the multiuser MIMO scheduler as a sequential user/slot assignment problem, we choose to minimize the difference between the sum capacity of the unconstrained effective signature upper bound and the achieved sum capacity of the multiuser MIMO scheduler from a single user's perspective. That is, at each user/slot assignment step, we choose the user that has the highest q r to assign to time slot . Observe that the algorithm is greedy in nature and completes the assignment slot by slot. Observe also that although later slots have a smaller pool of users to choose from, the earlier slots may need to carry one more user depending on the total number of users in the system. Notice that the algorithm has no preference for the first user to be assigned to a time slot. Thus, an arbitrary user can be chosen from the available users. The algorithm proposed is summarized in Table I .
V. TRANSMIT BEAMFORMER DESIGN WITH DIFFERENT LEVELS OF FEEDBACK
The previous section considered the case where the spatial transmit beamforming vectors are fixed inputs for the multiuser MIMO scheduler. It is clear that the scheduling algorithm is driven by the effective spatial transmit strategies, In turn, the choice of the transmit beamformers is highly dependent on the feedback level at the transmitter side. We consider next different levels of feedback at the transmitter side, and derive the best corresponding transmit beamformers to be employed jointly with the multiuser MIMO scheduler. Specifically, perfect transmit beamforming feedback, individual CSI feedback, and antenna selection feedback cases are investigated next.
A. Perfect Transmit Beamforming Feedback
In this section, we assume that we have a reliable and an error free feedback channel to the transmitter side and that we will design beamformers for this system. The motivation for this design is to obtain a performance upper bound for that of any beamformer design with limited feedback.
In the development of the scheduling algorithm, the time slot allocation is done by considering the performance in terms of minimizing the gap between the sum capacity of the multiuser MIMO scheduler and the upper bound from a single user's perspective. Using (9) and , the effect of the spatial transmit beamforming vectors on the sum capacity of a time slot can be expressed as 
Recall that the sum capacity upper bound in (7) is dependent on the received powers of users, i.e., 
resulting in the metric used in the user/slot assignment, 
We observe that the transmit beamforming vector that maximizes . Thus, the scheduling algorithm with perfect transmit beamforming feedback (PTBF) should compare the performance of the users with their best transmit beamforming vectors at each step. The resulting scheduling and beamformer design algorithm is a two-step algorithm. The best transmit beamformers are found at the first step, and the user with the highest q H is assigned a time slot next. After the assignment of the time slot, the users may choose to update their transmit beamformers improving the performance at each step. In the numerical results, we have chosen to perform a single iteration in order to provide a fair comparison with the limited feedback designs given in the next two sections, i.e., eigen mode and antenna selection.
B. Eigen Mode Selection
In the case of limited channel state feedback, a feasible scenario is that each user knows its own channel. This is a reasonable assumption when the system is operated in time division duplex. In this approach, the transmit beamformer vector of each user can be chosen among the set of eigenvectors of the channel matrices, Observe from (15) that, the metric is both dependent on the received power and the effective spatial signatures of the users that are already assigned. Assuming that the scheduler will eventually allocate the users with spatially low correlations to the same time slot, intuitively, an effective eigen mode selection method is to choose the eigen mode that will maximize the received power of the user, i.e., the maximum eigenvalued eigen mode. In this case, the transmit beamformer and the effective spatial signature of user 
The scheduling algorithm with maximum received power eigenmode selection (MAXES) is the algorithm presented in Table I with the spatial signatures defined as the spatial signatures with the maximum eigenvalued eigenmodes. MAXES is expected to perform well especially if one eigenvalue is significantly larger than the others, and the MIMO channels of the users are independent of each other. On the other hand, if the channels of the users are highly correlated, choosing the eigenmode that maximizes the received power may not significantly outperform the remaining eigenmodes.
In that case, we may choose to employ a scheduling algorithm that considers each eigenmode, and chooses the eigenmode of the user that has the best performance in the sense of minimizing the performance difference from a single user's perspective. We term this algorithm the scheduling algorithm with generalized eigenmode selection (GENES). The algorithm with generalized eigenmode selection is a two-step algorithm where the best eigenmodes are found at the first step, and the user with the highest q H is assigned a time slot next.
C. Antenna Selection
An alternative approach for limited feedback is antenna selection, where the only required feedback is which antenna(s) should be used [10] , [11] . Consider the case where one transmitter antenna is selected. In this case, the spatial signature of the user is the spatial signature of the transmitter antenna to be used, i.e., when user selects transmitter antenna , 
The scheduling algorithm with maximum received power antenna selection (MAXAS) is the algorithm presented in Table  I with the effective spatial signatures defined as the spatial signatures of the transmitter antennas with the highest norm. This approach is expected to perform well if one transmitter antenna has a spatial signature whose norm is significantly larger than the others, and the MIMO channels of the users are independent of each other. If this is not the case, a similar approach to the generalized eigenmode selection that compares the performances of all transmitter antennas in terms of minimizing the performance difference from a single user's perspective, can be devised. We term this algorithm the scheduling algorithm with generalized antenna selection (GENAS). The resulting scheduling and antenna selection algorithm is a two-step algorithm where the best transmit antennas are found at the first step, and the user with the highest q H is assigned a time slot next.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
In this section, we present numerical results related to the performance of the scheduling algorithms. We also compare the performance of the scheduling strategies for different levels of feedback to investigate the benefit gained by exploiting the CSI. The simulations are performed for a multiuser MIMO scheduler with Table I , are given in Fig 1. We observe that the proposed scheduling algorithm achieves sum capacities very close to the upper bounds. As we increase the number of the receiver antennas, the performance of the scheduling algorithm is enhanced. This is expected since for each added receiver antenna, the spatial diversity increases, and the users become less correlated.
We compare the performance of the scheduling strategies for user ¥ © ¥ MIMO system with different levels of feedback to investigate the benefit gained by exploiting the CSI in Fig 2. As expected, the performance of the algorithms is improved as the level of feedback is increased and the scheduling algorithm with perfect transmit beamformer feedback (PTBF) performs the best. Notice that the generalized beamformer design that considers the performance of all transmitter antennas/eigen modes with scheduling (GENAS/GENES) outperforms the maximum received power antennas/eigen modes selection approach (MAXAS/MAXES). However, we note that the largest relative gain is obtained when the feedback related to each user's own CSI is available, which enables each user to select its transmit beamforming vector so that its received power is maximized. We also observe that scheduling with antenna selection, which does not consider the best (single or multi user) eigen modes to transmit, performs relatively poorly.
The numerical results demonstrate that as the level of feedback increases, the performance of the proposed scheduling scheme improves and comes close to the upper bound. The individual CSI provides a substantial capacity gain due to the fact that the individual received powers can be maximized by channel information at the transmitter. As expected, the gap between the performance of the proposed algorithm, and the upper bounds decreases as the dimension of the MIMO system is increased. In conclusion, in this paper, we considered the problem of designing scheduling algorithms for multiuser MIMO systems with low complexity that achieve near-optimum sum capacities. As the problem of finding the optimum scheduler is NPcomplete, we have taken the approach of designing schedulers with good heuristics that perform close to the sum capacity upper bound. Since the performance of the scheduler depends on the transmit beamformers, we have considered transmit beamformer selection next, and proposed several methods with different levels of feedback at the transmitter side. We have observed that as the feedback level at the transmitter is increased, the performance of the proposed algorithms approaches to the capacity upper bounds, and consequently to the capacity of the optimum scheduler. Notably, the individual CSI feedback facilitates a substantial gain.
